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syn: a film (french pronunciation: [ˈʃɑːn]) plural films
refers to any medium in which images are produced
and projected, generally on a movie screen. in the
case of a digital medium the images may be either
produced electronically or provided in the form of
digital files. examples of digital film media include
digital video, digital cinematography, and digital
projection. film may also refer to a motion picture or
movie for which a copy is provided to the purchaser,
whether it is printed on paper or shown in a digital
format. a film is called "analog" when it is in a film
format that uses optical technology such as a film
projector or an optical printer. syn: the film industry is
a film making and film distribution industry. it is a very
important part of the entertainment industry and the
largest sector of the media industry, responsible for
the production and distribution of filmed
entertainment, including feature films, television
programs, music videos, video games, and other
media. syn: a moveable stage that is used for live
performances of musical, theatrical, or other live
events. syn: an item that gives a real or perceived
temporary gift, such as a trophy. syn: a network
consisting of a collection of homes connecting to a
central server. syn: a series of media or recorded
programs, as in "tv series." syn: a recorded segment
of information, as in "an animated gif image." syn: a
column of flammable liquid, as in "paper gas." syn: a
part of a calendar or an everyday division of time. syn:
the film industry, including the associated industries.
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syn: an individual item that appears as part of a more
comprehensive entity, as in "a jewelry store" or "a
matchbox car." syn: the key (visual) and music key
(musical) information needed to play a song. syn: a
film that is created, composed, produced, performed,
and distributed by a single individual or an entity, for a
single act of entertainment and/or pleasure for one
specific purpose. syn: a structure on a website that
navigates your web browser to another page as you
view (click) or click on an image, video, or link in the
navigation bar. syn: a series of similar images that
communicate the same message. syn: a professional
division of an airline that specializes in flight attendant
service. syn: a synonym (pronoun or neologism,
adjective, adverb, etc.) that is used in place of another
synonym (pronoun or neologism, adjective, adverb,
etc.) that is already in use, as in "happen" for "happen
upon." syn: a snapshot of the movie or visual image of
a scene, as in "the movie camera's head." syn: a short
little film that you can sometimes download online for
free. syn: a visual image that results from a movement
in time, as in "a film of a bouncing ball." syn: an
illusion of movement on a television screen, resulting
from a change of the points of view from one shot to
another. syn: a video game (as in a game of 3d
animation), in which the player controls the action and
its outcome. syn: a mark given by a (musical) notation
program that indicates the notes that have been
played. syn: the small end of a golf club, whose task is
to make the ball fly out of the woods. syn: a part of a
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console game that provides a simulated experience.
syn: a team that has been selected to play in a
competition, match, or series, as in "a golf team.
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there are other mods on the net but if you want to
mod a game for whatever reason, the license to do so
is still highly restricted, in particular if you try to make

changes to the official or any of the numerous fan
made expansions (like those of new world computing).

on the contrary, hota is free and open-source. hota
doesn't strive to compete with the mods of nwc (which

would also infringe on their ip) but rather to be
complimentary and have the same impact: providing
the true feeling of homm, all the way to shadow of

death, with all the improvements, fixes and bonuses
made by the fans. we don't hold any commercial

interest, nor do we pay for anything (except for the
beer :p) so that there is no conflict of interest. we also
don't hold any contract with any of the companies to

sell or distribute the hota mod. hota uses our own
inspired rendition of the battlemace, the classical

attack action unit of heroes of might and magic. the
battlemace is over powered by default, so we give it
more finesse and the ability to strike from a distance
with the greatest amount of control without wasting

unnecessary action points. hota has a few bugs, some
caused by (but not limited to) the problem that new
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world computing did not provide the source code to
the patches they used. we have successfully and

continuously been collecting and fixing them for the
last year. hota is compatible with the original game
(heroes 3), and with all of the expansions by new
world computing (armageddon's blade, shadow of

death, horn of the abyss). the situation is much more
complex with the expansions by anthoulias dassios, as

hota also includes extensive bonus features derived
from his expansions. 5ec8ef588b
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